FRIDAY 4 JUNE
6PM & 8PM
DAVID ADAMS violin
LUCY GOULD violin
GARY POMEROY viola
KATE GOULD cello
ROBERT PLANE clarinet
TIM HORTON piano

CONCERTS
2a & 2b
SLIPPERY MUSIC FOR
PIANO QUARTET
JOE CUTLER
CLARINET QUINTET IN
B MINOR, OP. 115
BRAHMS

Slippery Music for Piano Quartet
Joe Cutler (1968- )

Slippery Music was written in the Spring of 2010 for the Schubert Ensemble who premiered the
piece on 6th July 2010 at the Cheltenham International Music Festival. The work is dominated by
two types of material which appear in various guises through the piece's duration. The first appears
at the very beginning of the piece and is marked ‘obsessive and neurotic’ while the second idea
appears immediately afterwards and is ‘twitchy and playful’. The piece is a slippery ride between
these two states. There is also a slipperiness to the piece's textures which aim to create a sense of
a surface that is difficult to walk upon. Glissandi and other string-playing techniques are exploited
to create this sensation. Joe Cutler (2010)
This performance of Slippery Music is supported by the Schubert Ensemble

Clarinet Quintet in B minor, Op. 115
Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)

Allegro
Adagio
Andantino
Con moto
After meeting the clarinettist Mühlfeld in 1891, Brahms immediately composed a trio for him,
followed quickly by this quintet which has rightly become one of the best loved pieces in the
chamber repertoire. It shares the trio’s tenderness of expression, but is conceived on a much
grander scale, much more extended in length and wide-ranging in expression. The premiere took

place that year with the Joachim Quartet (the leader of the quartet, Joseph Joachim, was a great
friend of the composer and both the violin concerto and double concerto were written for him).
Whereas in the trio the cello and clarinet often seem engaged in intimate conversation, here it is
the first violin that interacts most readily with the clarinet. The two share and swap their melodic
lines, although of course, being Brahms, the texture is rich in counterpoint and melodic interest for
all five musicians. The first movement is broad and expansive, introduced by the strings in a way
that is reminiscent of Mozart’s work for the same combination. Their rolling opening theme is
absolutely at one with the clarinet when it enters, emerging by stealth from the string texture. The
second movement is tenderness itself and it is here that the violin and clarinet whisper their most
secret and heartfelt melodies. There is a more tempestuous middle section with a gipsy feeling,
folk-tinged music always close to Brahms’s soul. The third movement, in sunny D major, reveals a
sweeter expression, but during its course we are taken back to the darker reaches of the first
movement’s B minor. In a last homage to Mozart, the work ends with a set of variations, diverse in
character where every instrument has a chance to shine. It is as if Brahms set himself the task not
only of writing a great piece of music, but a great piece of chamber music, where all instruments
can converse intelligently and touchingly too.
As a pianist, this is one of the pieces that I am truly sad never to be able to play. There is such a
wealth of chamber repertoire involving piano that this may seem greedy, but there is only one
Brahms Clarinet Quintet.
The biographies for individual performers can be found on our Festival website:
www.winchesterchambermusic.com/london-bridge-trio/ &
www.winchesterchambermusic.com/guest-artists/

TEA • COFFEE • LUNCH • WINE • GIN • COCKTAILS

Relax with a nice cup of tea, coffee or G&T in
Winchester’s stylish café-bar for grown-ups.
Find us opposite the theatre on Jewry Street.

WWW.CABINETROOMS.COM
A LONG OVERDUE TASTE OF NORMALITY
2 DE LUNN BUILDINGS, JEWRY STREET, SO23 8SA
01962 866480 WINCHESTER@CABINETROOMS.COM

THANK YOU
INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS FROM:
George Gould, Kate’s dear late uncle – in support of the cost of a film maker and other venue costs
Cranbourne Farm Concert Society – in support of Concert 3
Richard and Caroline York – in support of Concert 4
Colin Webster – in support of the Weber in Concert 5
All Festival Friends
The Trustees owe a huge debt of gratitude to the Festival Friends’ community who have been
wonderfully loyal and supportive since Covid struck at the beginning of last year. `Not only has
subscription income held up in the absence of a 2020 Festival but refunded ticket money and other
donations have enabled us to compensate artists and sponsor piano hire and various concerts.
Without this generosity, the socially distanced 2021 Festival would not have been viable.
Thank you so much.
Richard Thomas, Friends’ Coordinator
We also wish to thank:
Cabinet Rooms, Gervades Dry Cleaners, The Home Shop Ltd
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